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EU forced into rethink of sanctions for polluters
Justin Stares - Thursday 25 October 2007
THE European Court of Justice has thrown out a list of criminal sanctions designed to reinforce the
controversial ship-source pollution directive.
The decision by the Luxembourg court to annul the ship-source pollution framework decision is a victory for
the European commission over the European council of ministers, and is not expected to influence the fight
against the directive itself.
Judges ruled that the framework decision, which obliges governments to introduce “effective, dissuasive and
proportionate” sanctions for those who have contravened the directive, was not taken according to the correct
legal basis.
Ministers acted illegally in bypassing the commission and the European parliament, the court decided.
While the framework decision, which indicates minimum lengths of imprisonment for certain types of
pollution offence, is now not valid, the principle of imprisonment following an accidental spill — the crux of
the industry ire — still stands.
Following the judgement the commission is expected to resubmit a new proposal on its own terms, a move one
lawyer called “the same baby with a different name”.
Separately, the court is being asked to examine whether the ship-source pollution directive is compatible with
international law. An advocate general is due to make an initial ruling on November 20.
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